
Direct / Concessive Contrast /Refutation Anlatımı 
Concessive Contrast (Beklenmedik ya da şaşırtıcı sonucun yol açtığı zıtlık)  
 
although, even though, though, while, even if, in spite of, despite, notwithstanding, however, 
nevertheless, nonetheless, but, but...anyway, but..still, yet, yet....stil, still, even so, much as, 
much though, all the same, no matter+question word, however+adj./adv., 
adj/adv+as/though+subject+verb gibi ifadeler bu grupta yer alır. 
 
Bill studied hard. Nevertheless / however, he failed. 
Bill studied hard. He, nevertheless / however, failed. 
Bill studied hard. He failed, nevertheless / however.  
John likes Bill. Nevertheless / Nonetheless / However / Yet / All the same / Even so, he 
doesn't trust him. 
 
Direct Contrast (Doğrudan zıtlık) 
 
whereas, while, but, however, on the other hand, in/by contrast gibi ifadeler bu grupta yer alır. 
 
City life is noisy and fast-paced. However/On the other hand/In contrast, country life is 
quiet and slow. 
Mary is a Christian; however, her husband is a Moslem. 
Mary is rich, while/whereas John is poor. 
Mary is rich, but John is poor. 
Mary is rich. John, on the other hand, is poor. 
Mary is rich. By contrast, John is poor. 
While /Whereas Mary is rich, John is poor. 
Unlike Mary, who is rich, John is poor. 
As opposed to Mary, who is rich, John is poor. 
In contrast to Mary, who is rich, John is poor. 
 
Refutation (Yalanlama, çürütme) 
 
'on the contrary' = 'bilakis, (tam) tersine' söylenen bir ifadenin doğru olmadığını, tersi bir 
durumun sözkonusu olduğunu ifade eder. 
 
Mary is not poor. On the contrary, she is quite rich. 
I didn't ask Mary to leave. On the contrary, I asked her to stay. 
You say she is very beautiful. I, on the contrary, find her rather ugly. 
 
'contrary to', 'on the contrary' ile aynı anlamı verir. 'contrary to' bir preposition olarak 
kullanılır. 
 
Contrary to widespread belief, the Buddhist religion does not require practitioners to be 
vegetarian.  
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